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In this note we show that Radó's theorem [3] (sometimes called the Radó-BehnkeStein-Cartan theorem-see [2] and the literature cited there) is an easy consequence of a basic lemma in the analytic theory of Riemann surfaces, often called Weyl's lemma [1] .
Radó's theorem reads: Iff(z) is a complex-valued function continuous on the unit disc D and analytic where it is not zero, then it is analytic in all ofD.
Weyl's lemma states: Ifd> is a real-valued Lebesgue measurable function onD such that f fD<j>-Ap dx dy = 0 for every C°° function p, with compact support contained in D, then <j> is almost everywhere equal to a harmonic function on D.
Here is how to deduce Radó's theorem from Weyl's lemma. 
